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were electrochemically etched in a KOH or NaOH solution, using different electronic
devices. CF tips with an apex radius 10 nm, as deduced from the measured slopes of
the Fowler–Nordheim plots (kR < 70 nm for k  6), were routinely obtained with a homemade electronic device that controls the intensity of the etching current. Then, these conductive CF tips were also characterized by imaging the 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) surface covered by an
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
epitaxial graphene layer in ultra-high vacuum (UHV). The lattice of the ð6 3  6 3Þ R30°
reconstruction was regularly imaged by STM working either in non-oscillating mode or
in dynamic mode, which also maps the variations of the force gradient. From these measurements with a constant mean-tunneling-current of 20 pA, it was found that the STM
tip suffered variations of the tip/surface force gradient in between 8.25 and 16.50 N/m when
it scanned the epitaxial graphene layer on the reconstructed 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) surface.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Nowadays many properties of solid matter, at the nanoscale,
are being studied in the real space using atomic force microscopy (AFM) [1] or scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [2] for
conductive samples. In both techniques, sharp tips are
required to explore surface properties down to the atomic
scale. Tremendous efforts have been devoted to improve the
tip sharpness since the first STM studies [3–13] because the

shape of the tip apex and its chemical and physical properties
determine the resolution achieved in the images. For AFM
based on optical detection, commercially available cantilevers
make these investigations easier because they present microfabricated tips with a relatively well controlled shape. Recently,
a new kind of AFM based on a quartz resonator was developed
[14–16]. These microscopes are based on a piezoelectric force
sensor called qPlus. This sensor is based on a quartz tuning
fork which one of the prongs is fixed to a support, while the
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tip is glued on the end of the free prong [16]. Because these
qPlus sensors are stiffer (500 < k < 15000 N/m) than conventional microfabricated cantilevers (k < 40 N/m), the tip can
approach to the surface without the jump-to-contact. As a consequence, the tip can oscillate with a small oscillation amplitude (few ångströms to sub-ångström) and within a small
distance above the surface [17]. Considering this small tip/
sample distance, the tuning fork force sensor equipped with
a conductive tip becomes capable of simultaneously obtain
information of the force gradient and the mean-tunneling-current between the tip and conductive sample. Such a combined
STM/AFM mode paves the way for the exploration of local surface properties [18,19]. However, the material of the tip has to
be carefully selected to ensure an optimal operation when
working in both STM and AFM modes. Tungsten and platinum/iridium (Pt/Ir), which are the most commonly metals
used for fabricating STM tips, present some drawbacks when
fixed on the tuning fork for combined STM/AFM. First, the
mass of such metallic tips glued to one prong, of the tuning
fork, causes a decrease of the quality factor value that reduces
the force gradient sensitivity of the probe [20]. The other drawback is that these metals are often covered by a layer of insulating compounds after the electrochemical etching of the tip.
These overlayers could be thick enough for hindering the electron tunneling process between the tip and surface [9]. In conventional STM experiments in UHV, this overlayer is generally
removed by different treatments such as resistive heating for
W tips [13], or by ion sputtering treatment for W and Pt tips
[21]. But cleaning the tip becomes a real challenge for a small
piece of W or Pt/Ir wire attached at the free end of a tuning fork
prong. Heating is forbidden because of the glue, and the ion
beam must be well focused for sputtering the tip and not the
electrodes of the tuning fork. In that context, tips based on carbon materials appear as promising probes for combined STM/
AFM based on a quartz tuning fork. Some carbon-based tips
were built from amorphous carbon generated from an electron
beam [22,23], and more recently by attaching a carbon nanotube at the end of conventional tips [24–27]. Carbon fibers
(CFs) were also used to fabricate nanometer sized tips at their
ends [28–37]. Mainly etched by electrochemical procedures, the
apex shape of these ultramicroelectrodes fashioned from CF,
was generally studied by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). However Mousa investigated the field electron emission
(FEE) properties of electrochemically etched carbon fiber tips,
and found that the tip apex radius was below 100 nm [29].
Despite their chemical stability and electrical properties, there
are few examples of carbon fiber tips used as STM and/or AFM
probe which have been reported in the literature [32–37].
Recently, Castellanos Gomez et al. [32,34,35] presented results
obtained with carbon fiber tips in an AFM/STM system. Atomic
resolution was achieved on a freshly cleaved surface of highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite in constant height STM mode.
Schulte et al. have fabricated well-formed nanocones, at the
end of a CF, for miniaturized voltammetric sensors [30]. Used
as STM probes, such CF tips achieved atomic resolution on a
clean Si(1 1 1) surface in UHV [33].
In this paper, we present the study of the fabrication and
characterization of nanometer sized tips made from commercial carbon fibers. The fibers were first etched by a controlled
electrochemical process. Then SEM and FEE, through Fowler–

Nordheim (F–N) plots [38], were used to characterize the
geometry of the apex of the tips. These CF tips fixed on a
quartz tuning fork, working in a qPlus configuration, are the
probes of a combined AFM/STM in UHV at room temperature.
In order to check their sharpness, the structure of an epitaxial
graphene layer thermally grown on top of a 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) surface was explored.

2.

Experimental

The tips were electrochemically etched from 6.7 lm-diameter
carbon fibers (CF) (polyacrylonitrile-type, Hexcelâ HexForceâ
G0986 D1200) which were ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol,
before the process. The electrochemical cell was formed by
the CF placed at the center of a Pt ring (Outer diameter
4 mm, wire diameter 0.25 mm) as counter electrode. The
fiber is vertically immersed into a drop of the etchant solution, which is suspended by the ring (Fig. 1). Two electronic

Fig. 1 – Schematic view of the electrochemical cell and
electronic circuits for electrochemical etching of carbon
fiber. EC1 branch was first used in the Lima Lab while the
EC2 one was built and used in the CEA Lab. Photo (close
view of the tip etched in the droplet). (A color version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
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devices were used for the process. In the first set up (EC1 in
Fig. 1), installed in Lima Lab (Peru), a constant DC voltage
was applied from a potentiostat (Model 263A Princeton
instruments) on to the cell during the whole process. At the
end, the current drops down to zero when the tip was
detached from the etchant solution. In the other set up (EC2
in Fig. 1), established in Saclay Lab (France), the cell is connected to a DC power supply and to a homemade electronic
device. In contrast with the EC1 circuit, the EC2 set up limits
to the etching current intensity in the final stage of the tip formation. This homemade device allowed us to measure the
etching current and to drastically reduce the etching current
at a pre-selected current value. The device is based on a logarithmic amplifier that through a relay, adds a 10 MX resistance into the electric circuit when the electrochemical
current intensity reaches a preset value (Fig. 1 part EC2). As
a result, the etching rate during the final stage of the tip apex
formation is strongly reduced. At the end of both etching processes (EC1 and EC2), the tips were ultrasonically cleaned in
Milli-Q water bath at 80 °C, rinsed in ethanol and finally dried
in an oven at 120 °C for 5–10 min.
To characterize the tip geometry a SEM (JEOL JSM 5510 LV
with a 10 nm resolution), a FEE (through F–N plots) and STM/
AFM exploration were used. For measuring the electronic current resulting from a high electric field applied to its apex, a
small UHV chamber connected to a turbomolecular pump
(Turbo-V 70LP pump, Varian) and an oil-free diaphragm pump
(Varian MDP12) was built. The pumps ensured a base pressure
lower than 107 mbar in 1 h. A linear motion feedthrough
equipped with a high voltage electrical feedthrough supports
a gold-covered counter electrode in front of the tip. The distance between the tip apex and the counter electrode was
adjusted to 0.5 mm. A high voltage power supply (Bertan Series 225) generated a tension up to 3 kV. A homemade device
based on a logarithmic operational amplifier (TI Log101) was
used to measure the electronic current in a large range from
0.1 nA up to 100 lA. Typically, the onset of the electronic current due to field emission from the sharp CF tip was detected
for an applied voltage of typically 150–300 V which, indeed,
provides rough information of the tip sharpness. For a more
precise characterization of the tip geometry the emission current (I) was measured as a function of the applied voltage (V).
In the F–N regime, I varies as shown by the equation [39] (using
the approximation of Spindt et al. [40]):
I ¼ AðF2 =/Þ expð9:84=/1=2 Þ expð6:49  109 /3=2 =FÞ

ð1Þ

where A is a constant, / the local work function of the material of the tip in eV, F is the local electric field related to the
applied voltage V via F ¼ bV, with b ¼ 1=kR being the field conversion factor, R is the curvature radius of the tip apex and k is
the field reduction factor. The value of k depends on the exact
tip geometry and the distance between the tip apex and the
counter electrode [41,42], its value varies between 3 and 35
in the case of tungsten tips [13,43,44]. Dividing the Eq. (1) by
V2 and taking the nature logarithm on both sides, we obtain:




Ln I=V2 ¼ Ln Ab2 =/ þ 9:84=/1=2  ð6:49  109 /3=2 =bÞð1=VÞ
ð2Þ
From the slope ‘m’ of the linear variation of the F–N plot
Ln ðI=V2 Þ vs 1=V, we can obtain
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kR ¼ m=6:49  109 /3=2
With /Carbon ¼ /Graphite ¼ 4:8 eV [45] and a model of the tip
geometry for estimating k, the value of R can be deduced.
Selected CF tips were attached with conductive glue (H21D
Epotek, Epoxy Technology, USA) onto a quartz tuning fork
(CITIZEN AMERICA CFS206-32.768-KDZF-UB) fixed to a Macor
support (qPlus configuration) of an Omicron tripod holder.
This operation was made under a stereo microscope (Carls
Zeiss 1960s) in order to fix the CF at the end of the free prong.
After curing the glue (120 °C during 1 h) the qPlus probe was
introduced into the UHV chamber of the STM/AFM.
The combined STM/AFM system at room temperature was
previously described in [19]. Briefly, it consists in a modified
VT Omicron microscope (Omicron Nanotechnology) coupled
to a homemade dual preamplifier connected to a controller
(NANONIS-SPECS). The oscillation of the CF tip, fixed on the
free prong of a qPlus probe, was set to typically (0.1–0.2) nm
in amplitude while its resonance frequency falls in the 31–
32 kHz range. The scanning probe microscope can work in
two modes based on distance regulation. In the first mode,
the Z distance between the non-oscillating tip and the sample
was regulated by keeping the intensity of the tunneling current constant (Static STM mode or standard STM operation).
In the second mode also called dynamic STM mode, the mean
intensity of the tunneling current established between the
oscillating tip and the sample was kept constant by adjusting
the Z distance. As calculated by Giessibl [17], the mean intensity of the tunneling current depends on the oscillating amplitude. Dynamic STM topography images were obtained
simultaneously with maps of the variation of the resonance
frequency shift which is sensitive to the force gradients
between the tip apex and the surface. The WSxM software
from Nanotec [46] was used for processing the images.
The 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) samples from NovaSiC were first ex situ
chemically cleaned including trichloroethylene, acetone, and
methanol in an ultrasonic bath. Then the sample was immediately introduced into an UHV chamber and treated in situ by
resistive heating. After degassing for 8 h at 600 °C, the sample
was annealed for 5 min at different temperature between
800 °C and 1300 °C by steps of 50 °C under a base pressure
lower than 109 mbar [47]. The 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) samples covered
by an epitaxial layer of graphene were transferred in air to
the STM/AFM chamber. Once in the UHV chamber
(P = 5  1010 mbar) of the AFM/STM microscope, the samples
were heated at 500–600 °C (measured with a Pyrometer Raytek
MA2S, emissivity for SiC: 0.63) for 1 h to remove contamination induced by atmosphere exposition and cooled for 2 h
down to room temperature before STM observation.

3.

Results and discussion

A series of CF tips were fabricated under various experimental
conditions with EC1. The etchant solutions, made of KOH, had
a range of molarity from 0.2 M up to 20 M, and the applied
voltage was varied from 2 V up to 5 V. From more than 50 fabricated tips, the optimized etching conditions were: 0.5 M
KOH solution with an applied DC voltage of 2.25 V. Those
parameters produce sharp tips. The tips were observed with
an optical microscope (pictures not shown here). The etching
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time was found to depend drastically on the immersion
depth; with an immersion depth of 500 lm the etching time
varies between 5 and 7 min. From this first set, some CF tips
observed by SEM exhibit a conical apex with a rather smooth
surface and a measured apex radii equal to 50 nm (results
not shown). In a second step, we used the EC2 electronic
device that drastically reduces the etching current intensity
when it takes a preset value. With a 0.5 M NaOH solution
and an applied DC voltage of 2.5 V, a typical variation of the
intensity of the etching current plotted as a function of time
is shown in Fig. 2. After a fast decrease of the intensity (21–
8 lA) in the first second, the current gently decreases down
to 1 lA (preset value) before it drops down quickly. When
the etching current took the value of 1 lA, the device, through
a relay, automatically adds a 10 MX resistance into the circuit
to decrease the etching current down to 50  30 nA for slowing the tip etching rate. In these conditions, the etching current remained nearly constant before it drops down to zero,
when the etchant solution detached from the immersed tip
of CF.
Fig. 3 presents SEM micrographs of typical CF tips obtained
by the EC2 device. The measured radius of the tip apex was 
22  4 nm. In order to get another method to determine the
tip radius, we have used Fowler–Nordheim plots.
For tips fabricated with EC1 and EC2, these plots shown in
Fig. 4 displayed a linear variation, with slopes which yield the
kR product. The kR values ranged from 52 to 91 nm with the
EC2 device and kR = 99 nm with the EC1 one. We stress that
the measured current intensity was limited to 1 lA in order
to prevent any damage caused by a heating effect at the tip
apex. However the value of k depends on the exact tip geometry and the distance ‘d’ between the tip apex and the counter
electrode [41,42]. For a tip modeled as a hyperboloid [41], the
expression for k is: k ¼ 0:5Lnð4d=RÞ.
where R is the curvature radius of the tip. With the value
kR ¼ r known, we resolve the nonlinear equation to obtain
an estimate value for ‘k’:

Fig. 2 – Time evolution of the etching current to the
beginning (red curve) and end (blue curve) of etching
electrochemical process. At the black arrow in ‘c’, a 10 MX
resistance was added in the circuit for decreasing
electrochemical current intensity and then the etching rate.
(A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 3 – SEM micrographs of the apex of a typical CF tip made
with the EC2 device: (a) micrograph shows the cone. (b)
micrograph reveals the tip apex shape at high resolution.
The red circle has a 22  4 nm radius. (A color version of this
figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 4 – Fowler Nordheim plots of several tips fabricated with
the EC2 circuit. (A color version of this figure can be viewed
online.)

k  ðr=4dÞ expð2kÞ ¼ 0

ð3Þ

with d = 0.5 mm and kR values of 52, 66, 77, 89, 91 (for tips
obtained with the EC2 device) and 99 nm (for a tip obtained
with the EC1 device), we obtain k values of 6.2, 6.1, 6.0, 5.9,
5.9 and 5.8, respectively. Such a value of k ¼ 6:0  0:2 is close
to k ¼ 5 chosen as an adequate value by Dyke & Dolan [41],
Gomer [42] and Lucier et al. [43,44] for most geometries
encountered in practice. Such a value of k yields also a radius
consistent with the measured one in the high resolution SEM
micrograph in Fig. 3.
With k = 6, the electrochemically etched CF tips had curvature radii between 8 and 16 nm. The best CF tips were routinely etched with the EC2 device. As a result, the tip of
each etched CF was characterized by a Fowler–Nordheim plot
and only the ones with R < 14 nm were glued onto a qPlus
probe. As shown in the Appendix, the free length of the glued
CF, was adjusted to be below 0.5 mm to prevent coupled resonance of the CF tip with the oscillating quartz sensor.
Such a sharp CF tip equipped on a qPlus probe were tested
in imaging the surface of epitaxial graphene on 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1)
in UHV. First, STM images were obtained with a tip attached
onto a non-oscillating tuning fork, for scanning the surface.
Fig. 5 shows typical constant current STM images obtained
with a bias voltage of Vb = 50 mV. In Fig. 5a, large bumps
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with a 0.1 nm corrugation were arranged in a regular lattice
with a 1.8 nm consistent with the ð6  6Þ quasi-cell indicated
by the sky blue rhomb. The green cell with a 3.2 nm length
appeared to be very similar to the STM images of 6Hpﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
SiC(0 0 0 1) ð6 3  6 3Þ R30° reconstructed surface obtained
with W or Pt tips [48–51]. A lattice with a smaller period could
also be observed, as shown in Fig. 5b. This image confirmed
the presence of an epitaxial layer of graphene on the reconstructed SiC surface; the honeycomb lattice, highlighted by
the blue hexagon, was clearly imaged. We pointed out that
there is no distinctive feature between this STM image
(Fig. 5b) obtained with a CF tip and STM images obtained with
W or Pt/Ir tips [52,53].
Working with an oscillating tip in STM mode with a Z regulation based on the mean-tunneling-current, <IT>, gave both
the dynamic STM image and simultaneously the map of force
gradient that was developed between the tip and the surface.
Fig. 6a shows the reconstructed SiC(0 0 0 1) surface, with a
measured corrugation amplitude of 0.2 nm. This topography
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
corresponds well to the ð6 3  6 3Þ R30° reconstruction lattice of the 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) surface (green rhomb unit cell),
obtained with the non-oscillating CF tips (Fig. 5a) while the
sky blue cell corresponds to the ð6  6Þ quasi-cell. The corresponding map of the frequency shift variations (Fig. 6b) displayed modulations in which some periodic arrangements
of protrusions could be detected. Actually, this map presented
the same lattice as the dynamic STM image as showed out by
the fast Fourier transform diagram.
Because the oscillation amplitude of the tip probe was
smaller than one ångström the variations of the force gradient could be easily deduced from the frequency shift [17].
With modulations of the frequency shift ranging from 16 to
32 Hz variations in force gradient between the tip and the surface were found to vary from 8.25 N/m to 16.50 N/m when
using the Eq. (28) of [17] (Fig. 6b). Therefore, the tip suffered
changes of the force gradient by a factor 2 during the

Fig. 5 – Typical constant current STM image of a 6Hpﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
SiC(0 0 0 1) ð6 3  6 3Þ R30° reconstructed surface covered
by a single layer of epitaxial graphene obtained with a non
oscillating CF tip (green cell); IT = 300 pA, VT = 50 mV and Z
range 0.1 nm. In the insert, the atomic resolution is
achieved as shown by the blue hexagon high lightening the
cell between the centers of neighboring graphene cells
(IT = 600 pA, VT = 50 mV, Z range = 0.1 nm). Black scale bar
for both images, 1 nm. (A color version of this figure can be
viewed online.)
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Fig. 6 – Typical constant mean-tunneling-current images
obtained in dynamic STM mode of an epitaxial graphene
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
covering a 6H-SiC(0 0 0 1) ð6 3  6 3Þ R30° reconstructed
surface; (a) shows the topography and (b) the map of force
gradient ranging from 16 to 32 Hz (8.25–16.50) N/m (black
scale bar, 4 nm). In inset, the fast Fourier transform
demonstrates the presence of the hexagonal lattice of the
reconstruction (white scale bar, 0.5 (1/nm)). <IT> = 20 pA,
VT = 300 mV, oscillation amplitude = 0.07 nm. (A color
version of this figure can be viewed online.)

scanning of the epitaxial graphene on the reconstructed
SiC(0 0 0 1) surface in dynamic STM mode under a relatively
low constant mean-tunneling-current and a bias voltage of
300 mV.
Because different CF tips were used for the study of the
reconstructed SiC(0 0 0 1) surfaces, partially covered by epitaxial graphene, and all of them gave the same kind of STM
images of the reconstruction structure, we concluded that
our fabrication protocol of CF tips is reproducible. However,
atomic resolution on graphene in dynamic STM mode could
not be achieved despite several attempts. A possible reason
could be the low and non-constant LDOS of the CF tip. Consequently, the tip must be in repulsive interaction with EG. In
this case, the stability of the tip/surface junction depends
on the mechanical properties of the electrochemically etched
CF tip which are weak because the structure of CF consists of
an amorphous core surrounded by a skin enriched by
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Fig. 7 – Apex of the carbon fiber tip brooked after of a surface
scanning over step edges of epitaxial graphene on 6HSiC(0 0 0 1) in dynamic STM and AFM modes. (A color version
of this figure can be viewed online.)

graphitic domains [54]. High mechanical stress applied during
high resolution investigations in the oscillating mode, or
when the tip scanned over steep step edges would destroy
the sharp apex of the tip while the scanning of the hard SiC
surface. SEM observations of some tips used for dynamic
STM investigation support this hypothesis (Fig. 7). From DFT
simulations of STM images, Dappe et al. [37] found that a graphitic tip suffers strong mechanical deformation during scanning a graphene layer at small tip/surface distance, which is
the case of the repulsive tip/surface interaction in Fig. 6.
One way to improve the mechanical properties of these CF
tips could be to favor the carbon crystallization of the fiber
core by a high temperature annealing in UHV, or to use a tip
ending by a carbon nanotube as in a recent study [36].

4.

Conclusion

In this work, ultra-sharp tips used for combined STM/AFM
experiments were prepared from carbon fiber. Then they were
characterized using SEM, Fowler–Nordheim plots, and STM
images of epitaxial graphene supported on SiC surfaces. CFs
were electrochemically etched in NaOH/KOH electrolytes
under different conditions. With the use of a method that
controlled the etching current intensity, CF tips with apex
radii 10 nm could reproducibly be obtained as deduced from
Fowler–Nordheim plots. In these conditions, STM and
dynamic STM images were easily obtained without using a
UHV tip cleaning procedure. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 clearly show
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
the lattice with a 3.3 nm period of the ð6 3  6 3Þ R30° reconstructed SiC(0 0 0 1) surface covered by an epitaxial graphene
layer similar to those recorded with clean Pt/Ir or W tips.
The map of force gradient simultaneously recorded with the
constant mean current and the dynamic STM image revealed
that variations of tip/surface force gradient occur during the
scanning process. We are working on the improvement of
the mechanical properties of these tips which could control
the atomic resolution on graphene. Besides studies of material surfaces in UHV, such CF tips which are chemically inert
and conductive open ways for nanometric AFM explorations
with simultaneous electric measurements as Kelvin Probe
Force Microscopy in air or in liquid, particularly for biology.
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Appendix
Attached onto the oscillating prong of a qPlus probe, the CF
tip can present resonance eigenvalues coupled to the quartz
vibration with the consequence of troublesome tip vibrations
that induce a lower lateral resolution during the STM imaging
process. Therefore we estimated the length of a cylindrical
wire with a resonance frequency equal to 30 kHz from the following equation. The vibration of a cylinder attached by one
end is given by [55]:
 1=2
R pE
f¼
ðA:1Þ
2
q
2pl
where f is the frequency at which the fiber vibrates (Hz), l the
length (m) of the fiber, E the Young’s modulus of the carbon
fiber (500 GPa), q the CF density (2000 kg/m3) and R the fiber
radius (3.35 lm) [54]. We found that CFs with a length equal to
0.5 mm and 0.7 mm exhibit a resonance frequency at 59.8 kHz
and 30.5 kHz respectively. So, we pay attention that the length
of the CF tip glued on the tuning fork was shorter than
0.5 mm for our STM investigations. Attached to the end of
the free prong of a qPlus probe glued to an Omicron tripod,
a 0.4 mm length CF provokes some changes in the oscillating behavior of the tuning fork. Typically the resonance frequency shifts down by less than 100 Hz when compared to
a qPlus oscillating in air without CF. We notice that this frequency shift is smaller than the ones resulting in the Pt/Ir
tip fixation because the resonance frequency falls down by
typically 1 kHz. This advantage of CF tips was previously
pointed out par Castellanos et al. [32].
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